
DLR artefact Adam Bushnell introduction Transcript 
[Audio: background music, light and upbeat. People talking to camera.] 

(Setting: Warehouse, historical dolls, Norman Kite Shield) 

(Large sign with text and images:  

Education Support 

Durham Learning Resources 

We can help your school to: 

• Deliver an enriched curriculum,
• Bring your topics to life,
• Inspire Creative teaching and learning,
• Books and artefact loans,
• Topic and bespoke collections,
• Library advice,
• Free delivery.

Images include: The skeletal jaw of a dinosaur, Lady's Miao Boots (China/Thailand), 
children reading Viking books and examining ancient Viking pottery, child holding a 
rock.) 

(Adam Bushnell) My name is Adam Bushnell and I’m an author from County Durham. 
I write books for teachers on teaching creative writing in the primary school 
classroom. I also write fiction for children such as reading scheme books collections 
of myths and legends and chapter books as well. 

(Adam Bushnell) I work closely with Durham Learning Resources. 

(Pictures and Text: Navy blue screen appears that says Durham Learning Resources 
Education Support) 

(Adam Bushnell) Here I am in the Durham Learning Resource warehouse which is 
packed with the most fantastic objects artefacts and images that can be used for 
teaching creative writing. 

(Adam Bushnell) Now I’m going to record some videos here today using a variety of 
different objects that you can use with the children in the classroom to get the best 
possible writing from your children. 

(Object: Adam Bushnell is holding the skeletal jaws of a dinosaur.) 

(Pictures: Silver and gold Sutton Hoo Helmet; Green Tyrannosaurus Rex, which is 
roaring; Adam smiling holding a transparent case with an astronaut doll in it; two 
young boys looking at artefacts and books.) 

(Adam Bushnell) What this is all about is using the artefacts to make writing exciting. 

(Text: Navy Blue Screen with text saying ‘Durham Learning Resources’ logo and a 
‘Durham County Council’ logo. ) 
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